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2005 Illinois State Cup - Boys Championship Recaps
U12 Boys Championship
Naperville Lightning 4, Bloomingdale 0
Goals: Alvarez, Brindle (2), Fitzerald (2), Gill (3)
The dark-horse Bloomingdale fell just short Sunday
afternoon as the upset-minded team was beaten 4-0 [official
State Cup goal differential score] by a talented Naperville
Lightning club.
Bloomingdale, who landed in the championship match
with an upset victory, was no match for the high octane
attack of the Lightning. Naperville had several players who
could run out of middle to create scoring opportunities, a
backline willing to go forward and a front line capable of finding the back of the net at any range.
The Lightning scored their first four official goals within
the first 15 minutes of the match to all but seal the victory as
Grant Fitzgerald, Jacob Brindle and Tyler Gill each found the
back of the net.
Gill scored the first of his three on the day at 12 minutes, then another two minutes later from outside the 18yard mark. The central midfielder was as cool as could be
finishing on a pair of long-range blasts. Gill completed his
hat trick just before halftime.
Bloomingdale found their stride after the break as they
attacked the Lightning, looking to breakthrough on the scoresheet, but they couldn't solve Naperville's strong defense.
Naperville's Brindle redirected Elliot Totschae's wellplaced free kick, and Fitzgerald later converted on a penalty
kick.
The victory culminated a brilliant run through the U12
bracket for the Lightning, who allowed only one goal against
in the State Cup.
"Bloomingdale worked and played hard, but this
Naperville team, who went to England during spring break,
never let down and, in my mind, truly earned this State Cup
championship," said Lightning coach Michael DesLauriers.
"Our defense during the entire tournament was outstanding,
proving just how important defense is in any championship
run. Everyone worked hard and had a lot of pride in their
work as individuals."

U13 Boys Championship
Chicago Magic Chelsea 2, Chicago Magic 1 (PK)
Goals: Fuerte (Chelsea), Petersen (CM)
The Chicago Magic soccer program had much to be
proud of in the U13 Boys division of the Illinois State Cup.
The Magic advanced a pair of teams into the Sunday
finals at Rockford, guaranteeing a championship for the club.
Where other clubs may have considered this a friendly match,
both Magic teams played with final-match intensity.
Although slightly favored going in, the Magic's Chelsea
team found themselves in a fight to the end as a courageous
performance by their club mates and peers sent this match
into overtime and eventual penalty kick shoot-out.
Chelsea keeper Stephen Walan stopped two consecutive attempts to help ensure a 4-2 advantage and give
Chelsea a 2-1 victory and the State Cup crown.
"Yeah, I know all of the guys on the other team, but that
wasn't an advantage to me during the shoot-out," said an
exhausted Walan, who was mobbed by his teammates just
after Mitch Albrecht went upper left to seal the victory for
Chelsea.
"I knew what way some of the guys go because we
practice together all of the time," continued Walan. "But what
I was really doing was watching their hips, because that's
what would give away which way they were going to shoot."
In regulation, especially in the first half, Chelsea had the
better run of things as they played through the midfield and
used plenty of quick switches to allow outside players to be
major contributors while stretching the defense of the Magic.
Chelsea seemed to be in line to control the match for

good when Cesar Fuerte ran onto a ball on the left side and
finished the other way as his low drive found the right inside
netting six minutes after halftime.
But Matt Ducci answered with a deep cross, which
found a lurking Garrett Petersen and the big defender finished with a resounding header to help his club equalize.
Chelsea had a trio of chances in overtime, but failed to
convert on each attempt.
"What a terrific soccer match from both sides," said
Magic coach John Hannan who sat in between both teams
while acting as head coach for each. "It was about as well
played of a match that you could expect. The guys, obviously knew each other and their tendencies, but still played
great soccer."

U14 Boys Championship
Chicago Magic 4, Campton Raptors 0
Goals: Bowman, Stokes (3)
What a weekend Ryan Stokes had.
The Chicago Magic striker scored once in the semifinals
and three times in the final to help his team to a 4-0 win over
the Campton Raptors in the U14 Boys championship match.
Stokes was dangerous from the start in the finals,
unleashing a full bicycle kick near the goal which almost
scored, then dominating the Raptors in their own end. Nine
minutes into the match he carried the ball 20 yards before
beating Raptors keeper Adam Czerniewski.
When Stokes and his mates weren't attacking with
speed and purpose on one end, the huge backline of Robby
Gargaro, Johnathon Ward, Milan Tica and Tim Zimmer were
nearly impossible to play over or through in front of keeper
Josh Lambo.
"Rockford has a scrappy side that will keep coming at
you until you do something about it," said Magic coach Tom
Cholewa. "We finally did. Stokes up top was way too much
for them and the midfield took control and really shut down
their attack."
"We gave them a good run for 60 or so minutes," said
Raptors head coach Louis Mateus. "But they've got a lot of
guys that can beat you in a lot of different ways."
That's exactly what Stokes did in the 57th minute: he
turned a defender inside-out before getting into a one-onone with Czerniewski, where he slotted the ball just under
the Raptors keeper.
The score became 3-0 when Geoff Bowman teed one
up, then smashed a blast into the upper right corner. Stokes
brought down a ball out of the air and hit a one-touch ball
past Czerniewski to end the scoring in the 74th minute.

U15 Boys Championship
Campton Raptors 2, Sockers 1 (OT)
Goals: Valencia, Curran (Raptors), Furio (Sockers)
The Campton Raptors won a cliffhanger when seldomused Adam Curran scored an astonishing game-winner in
overtime for a thrilling 2-1 Raptors victory over the Sockers.
Curran's header three minutes into the first overtime gave
the defending regional champs its first state championship in
three tries. More importantly, the win qualified Louis Mateus'
squad for the Regional Championships and the chance for a
second appearance at Nationals.
"We looked like we were done, both physically and mentally, after the Sockers scored that late goal in regulation to
send it into overtime," said Mateus, who looked as exhausted as his players after the victory.
"Our backs were to the wall today. A loss, and we have to
hope for a little luck to get back to the Regionals. We played
so defensive after getting that early goal, and little by little
you could see the Sockers regroup and get revitalized in
their attack."
continued on Page 12
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"Thank goodness for Adam. He's a guy that we don't
always have during the year because he's a threesport athlete [basketball and baseball]. We're just glad
he was here today."
Lucas Valencia stunned the Sockers with his goal in
the opening moments of the match, but not even the
work of outside midfielders Cody Culver or Nino
Markovic could help the Raptors, who gradually ran out
of steam after the Valencia strike.
Culver delivered several quality serves from the
right to test the Sockers backline and keeper David
Meves, while Markovic seemed to win every 50-50 in
the middle to effectively slow the Sockers attempts to
possess deep in the Raptors end.
The Raptors' inability to double its lead allowed a
skillful and battle-tested Sockers side to stay in the
match and chip away at the defense.
David Madison threatened from 18 yards at 58 minutes to force a save by Raptors keeper Steve Purdy.
The rebound led to a left-footed drive from Ross
VanOsdol and a much tougher stop by Purdy.
Kirk Urso was responsible for initiating the equalizer
with five minutes remaining in regulation. His corner
created enough havoc inside the 6-yard box to allow
Francisco Furio to twist a close shot past Purdy.
In overtime, Curran was shocked to run unmarked
to the far post to head a superb serve from teammate
Brad Horton on the left side.
"I don't think I've ever scored while playing for this
team," said a jubilant Curran. "It was all heart during
the overtime. We were so tired. I think we all knew that
if we didn't score in that first few minutes, that we could
be in trouble. It worked out great!"

U16 Boys Championship
Chicago Magic 3, FC United 2
Goals: Chicago Magic - Hillgard (2), Martinez.
FC United - Gutierrez, Patano
The Chicago Magic staged a remarkable comeback
against FC United, scoring three second-half goals with the game-winner coming in stoppage time - to win
3-2 and capture the U16 Boys Championship.
Down 2-0 after Andre Gutierrez and Cosimo Patino
shocked the defending champs with strikes just one
minute apart, the Magic used a foul in the box and subsequent penalty kick conversion by Jack Hillgard to
climb back into the match.
"That PK provided a huge momentum shift for us,"

admitted Hillgard, who survived a match with excessive
chippy play in the second half and countless warnings
to both sidelines for dissent.
"At the break, we talked about pulling together as a
team and trying to keep the ball moving and hoping that it
would tire FC and force them to make some mistakes,"
Hillgard said.
FC United, in its first-ever State Cup final, had the
better run of things from the opening whistle, as a
wide-open Patano nearly scored in the first minute on a
short blast. Tim Linden had a go at close range which
forced Magic keeper Brock Tomlinson to make a tough
save.
Linden unleashed another blast at 28 minutes which
rattled the left post, then Andre Gutierrez ran unchallenged inside the box to smash a cross and make it 10.
Patano's score came on a brilliant move against
Tomlinson: the keeper rushed the ball 12 yards past
the goal line, looking to take away the one-on-one
advantage, but Patano chipped the ball over him to
take a 2-0 lead.
A frantic 10 minutes followed the Hillgard penalty
kick as the Magic began to throw numbers forward in
their search for the equalizer.
Mike Brennan's corner kick in the 88th minute initiated a wild flurry in front of FC United keeper Jonathan
Harris, and Rafael Martinez was able to urge in his
slowly paced shot.
Another set-piece would do in United when the everpresent Hillgard redirected another Brennan serve, this
time to the near post.
"It hurts to lose a match like that, especially when
your up against a team like Magic," said FC United
coach Kevin Bott. "But we made a statement out there
today and won a lot of respect from our opponents,
and that's a great start for a new club like ours."

U17 Boys Championship
Chicago Magic 2, Chicago Fire Juniors 1 (PK)
Goals: Chicago Magic - Waspi. Chicago Fire
Juniors - Vanderveen
As a huge crowd circled the pitch at Sportscore for
the U17 Boys Championship match, it was clear something dramatic was happening.
Pre-tournament favorite Chicago Magic was in a
penalty-kick battle with the upstart Chicago Fire Juniors
after the sides drew even at 1-1 following 110 minutes
of heat-hampered play.
In a stirring shoot-out, the
Magic defeated the Fire 7-6
when Taylor Waspi's conversion
attempt bounded into the back of
the net despite keeper Josh
Ramos getting his left glove on
the right-footed blast.
"I was worried about winning
this match," said a relieved
Magic coach John Hannan after
the game. "That Fire team
showed they belonged out there
with us today. They were the better side, no doubt. They had
some terrific players up top and
they stayed with us all day."
The Fire's Jason Vanderveen
would hit the equalizer midway
through the second half, and
goal that would essentially take
control of the momentum the rest
of the way through regulation
and into both overtime periods.
The Fire failed in the second
period to capitalize on a pair of

chances, one coming on an indirect free-kick just
inside the 18-yard box.
In the shoot-out, the Fire converted its first four
attempts, while the Magic went 3-for-4 after Ramos
turned away Mark Zeman.
But Steve Kolzon countered a Fire miss-fire to make
it 4-4, and both teams converted to the 6-6 mark.
Waspi had just enough pace on his attempt to foil
Ramos, who had guessed correctly that Waspi's shot
would go to his left.
"What a great feeling to have for the team and
myself," said Waspi, who scored the game-winnner in
the semifinal on Saturday as well. Waspi had missed
nearly eight months due to surgery to correct a broken
pelvis. "Today just proves that everything just seems to
work out if you believe in yourself and work hard."
"It's never an easy way to lose, in a shootout," said
Fire coach Daryl Shore. "But it's a real credit to the Fire
organization, the club and the players for us to be in a
position to play for a state title during our infancy. The
guys left everything they had on the pitch today. We
even had a chance to win this match in shoot-out. You
cannot ask for much more than that."

U18 Boys Championship
Sockers 3, Chicago Magic 0
Goals: Herrick, Husidic, Voight
Two second-half goals and the complete shut-down
of the Chicago Magic's attack were the highlights of
Sockers FC's 3-0 victory in the U18 Boys
Championship.
With the victory, the U18 Sockers booked its sixthstraight state title.
"The great thing about this group of players is that
most of them began at under-13, when we won our
first State Cup, and that any new guys that joined us
came over at their own choice," said Sockers coach
David Richardson.
The first 15 minutes were more of a chess match
than a soccer match. Both teams, with a long history
and few secrets, quietly tested the other, looking for a
weakness to attack.
Jason Herrick broke down the left side and delivered
a low ball through the 6-yard box, but no other player
from the Sockers was there to get a boot on it.
Moments later, teammate Julian Chile had a go from
16 yards, but his blast was easily stopped by Magic
keeper Pat Sperry.
Herrick and Chile combined near the half-hour mark
to record the Socker's first goal. Herrick thumped a
header into the back of the net after Chile provided a
ball that caught the Magic' backline out of position.
"I never score goals on headers," said Herrick, "but
Julian hit a great ball to me to the far post and it was
just easier to head than volley."
The Magic pushed Brad Ring forward after the break
in hopes of igniting its stagnant attack, but on this day
all of the offense would come from the Sockers.
Baggio Husidic would make it 2-0 from his spot in
the middle and Tyler Voight finished the scoring in the
80th minute.
Sockers' keeper Joe Zimka recorded the shutout as
his backline didn't allow any serious chances for the
Magic.
The Sockers will be without one of its best backline
starters in the Midwest Regional Championships opener after Rauwshan McKenzie was shown a red card for
a cleats-up tackle early in the second half.

U19 Boys Championship
Sockers FC 3, Chicago Magic 0
NO GAME RECAP AVAILABLE
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2005 Illinois State Cup - Girls Championship Recaps
U12 Girls Championship
Eclipse Select 3, Team Chicago 0
Goals: Ragins, Wagemann, Rabushka
The strike force of Allison Ragins, Georgianna
Wagemann and Audrey Rabushka led Eclipse Select to an
impressive 3-0 win in the U12 Girls division. Eclipse opened
with plenty of pace and energy to put its opponents on its
heels right away in the early morning match.
"I thought we played a little nervous at the start, but our
midfield with Georgianna (Wagemann) and Carli Pappas
providing the extra effort, really got us going and everyone
else just fed off of both of them," said Eclipse head coach
Meghan Dames after a ceremonial dousing of Gatorade by
her young players.
All the nervous energy Dames spoke of nearly caught
the Eclipse off-guard when Team Chicago's Jamie Walker
broke free down the left side and struck a shot which was
cleared off the line by defender Haley Pike.
It was all Eclipse after that.
A persistent Ragins crashed through a scrum near the
6-yard line to slot past Team Chicago keeper Lauren
Noonan at 18 minutes. A terrific floating cross two minutes
later from Rabushka found Wagemann, who headed the ball
into the goal with ease.
Team Chicago was unable to mount an attack after
halftime and had just one quality attempt late in the match
when Claire LaBahn's 56th minute cross to the spot was
punched away by Eclipse keeper Nicole Amari to keep
things at 2-0.
Rabashka, with help from Ragins and Kathleen Kane,
would score the final goal of the match in the second half.

U13 Girls Championship
CIS Knockouts 1, Ela Tigers 0
Goals: Wampler
The Knockouts completed an incredible weekend of
play by beating defending State Cup champ Ela 1-0 to earn
the U13 Girls title. Jenna Wampler's goal in the first two
mintues would hold up for the rest of the game in a rematch
of the 2004 U12 Girls championship match.
"It's a real credit to these girls for all of the hard work,
sacrifice and commitment they've shown in order for us to
get back into the championship match and to beat a team
like Ela which has so much going for them," said CIS coach
Steve Berry. "Our two games this weekend were filled with
plenty of tense moments which could have gone against
just as easily."
"We somehow were able to sustain in shoot-out against
the Eclipse in our semifinal match, and incredibly, we made
one goal hold up today against Ela. I am very proud of this
team."
The Knockouts took full advantage of Ela's inability to
clear in its own end in the opening moments as Wampler
struck a low shot under keeper Maggie Eisenhuth, who had
little time to react among the crowd of players.
Playing into high winds, CIS was conservative after the
Wampler goal and only looked to attack when the opportunity presented itself.
The CIS backline of Amy Cassiday, April Helton and
Sadie Delashmit was counted upon to keep Ela far away
keeper Erin McGinnis. McGinnis, who was coming off a
strong effort in the team's penalty kick shoot-out semifinal
victory, cut off long serves sent in and turned away several
blasts that were directed towards her.
"Erin worked really hard in the offseason to improve
upon her game and we saw some of that in our match with
the Eclipse and then against Ela," said Berry.
McGinnis' only real test in the second half came late in
the match when Ela, already throwing everything forward as

they looked to draw even, sent Jenna Shemky up the middle. Without hesitation, McGinnis sprinted from her line to
challenge and smothered the loose ball, shutting down
Shemky's chance to be a hero.

U14 Girls Championship
Illinois Premier 2, Eclipse 0
Goals: Fehrenbacher, Iantorno
Illinois Premier finally claimed a State Cup title with its
2-0 victory over Eclipse Select in the U14 Girls championship match.
Premier had to scramble until this match, played in
gusty winds for an entire 70 minutes, broke open when
Katrina Fehrenbecher thumped a perfect ball from 25 yards
out into the back of the net just two minutes after halftime.
"When our skilled players had the ball today, they did
some wonderful things out there," said a proud Victor
Fernandez, Premier's head coach. "The Eclipse did such a
great job with its work-rate, which held us in check at times
during the match. You have to give them a lot of credit for
that. But we've got some players who can turn their play up
when we need them to. And that's one of the big reasons
we were able to win today," Fernandez said.
The Eclipse backline of Ali Hall, Emily Butryn and
Megan LeBaron did well to keep the likes of Fehrenbacher,
Nicole Lipp, Haley Krentz and Rachel Quon in front of them
and their keeper Alex Holland. But it was Stephanie
Iantorno, who was slowed early on when she sustained an
ankle injury, who was instrumental in getting her club going
in the second half.
Iantorno converted a late penalty kick after officials
detected a hand-ball in the box on the part of the Eclipse.
The Eclipse had its chances in the second-half when a
loose ball fell to Kendall Cooper, who lacked the pace to
shoot past Premier keeper Alexa Gaul at close range.
Gaul would later punch a deadly corner off the foot of
Butryn when the Premier clung to its one-goal advantage.
"We've been in this championship match four years in a
row [twice as the Hinsdale Hurricanes] and it feels good to
finally come out on top," said Fernandez.

U15 Girls Championship
Chicago Magic 89/90 1, Eclipse Select 0
Goal: Burchett
NO GAME RECAP AVAILABLE
U16 Girls Championship
Eclipse Select 4, ASC Eagles 0
Goals: Broderick (2), Iantorno (2), Price
A stunning display of offense by the Eclipse Select led to
a 4-0 [official State Cup goal differential score] victory over
the ASC Eagles in the U16 girls championship match.
Kerry Broderick and Erica Iantorno each struck twice in a
match where Eclipse built a 2-0 lead after 23 minutes before
adding a third goal just moments before intermission.
"There was a lot of preparation and hard work all week
during training for this match," said Eclipse coach Mike
Nesci of his U16 team, which now has won four straight
state titles. "I think you saw a team which had a lot of focus
on what type of results they wanted to achieve in this
match."
The Eclipse put a series of passes across the pitch in the
opening minutes of the match, which caused the ASC
defense some trouble. Eagles keeper Kristen Keane was
able to make a series of close-range saves before giving up
a short rebound to Price at the 20-minute mark.
continued on Page 16
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Iantorno scored the first of her two goals just three minutes later as she guided her shot past Keane at point-blank
range while on the ground.
Iantorno's next strike came near halftime from a rebound
off a Christine Steinmetz blast.
"Even though the game was in hand after the break, I
thought ASC played with a lot of pride and passion in that
second-half," Nesci said.

U17 Girls Championship
Eclipse Select Black 5, ASC Eagles 1
Goals: Eclipse- Switzer (2), Gummersal,
Weissenhofer, Santacaterina. ASC - Caliendo
Another solid offensive outburst by an Eclipse team provided safe passage to the state title as the Eclipse Select
Black overwhelmed the ASC Eagles 5-1 in the U17 Girls
championship match.
KayAnne Gummersal and Michele Weissenhofer found
the back of the net just one minute apart in the first half for
the Eclipse, which helped ease the pain of losing a top
defender in Amanda Clark, who was shown a red card early
in the second half.
Clark will be forced to miss the Midwest Regional
Championships opener in South Dakota.
Gummersal and Weissenhofer ignited the Eclipse at the
15-minute mark as each slipped their shots easily past ASC
keeper Lynn Baker, who had little chance on all five Eclipse
strikes.
"The girls came into this tournament ready to advance
into the regionals," said Eclipse coach Mike Nesci. "There's
a lot of offensive weapons on our roster, and they came out
ready to explode and strike when the opportunity was there
for them."
The Eagles were able to put some pressure on the
Eclipse in its own end, and converted on a penalty kick.
The fourth goal for the Eclipse arrived shortly thereafter
from Lauren Switzer, her second of the match. Jackie
Santacaterina slotted under Baker to finish the scoring on
the day.
"The girls responded well to playing down a man for most
of the second half by showing a lot of will and fight in their
game and attitude," said Nesci.

U18 Girls Championship
Windy City Pride 1, Eclipse 0
Goal: Hardek
The Windy City Pride provided the day's upset with a 1-0
victory over the favored Eclipse Select in the U18 Girls
Championship match.
With two of its former players - Crysti Howser and Brittany
Bock - wearing the uniform of their opponent the Eclipse, the
Pride went up on a late Jackie Hardek strike in the 84th
minute to capture the state crown.
"It was tough losing two players of the caliber of both
Crysti and Brittany, especially to our rivals the Eclipse,"
admitted Pride coach Ko Thanadabouth.
"But we always stress the 'team' atmosphere around here,
not the individual. Today you saw a team dig down and go
out and prove that we have a lot of heart."
Thanadabouth pulled a minor surprise with the starting 11
by moving backup keeper Jackie Jasper ahead of Alexa
Bannerman, a move that worked even better than the Pride
coach could have imagined.
Jasper defended her box with the ease of a veteran,
thanks in part to a backline which for nearly 90 minutes kept
the likes of Elise Weber, Molly Uyenishi, Bock and Howser in
front of them.
The Pride had a pair of golden opportunities in the first
five minutes as they rattled the crossbar after a Lauren
Holcomb freekick, then Gina Aguglia blasted a shot which

forced Eclipse keeper Tasha Dittamore to make a glove
save.
Holcomb provided the helper on the game-winning goal
when she found Hardek, whose near post run allowed her to
be in perfect position.
"Lauren gave me a perfect low cross from the right side,
and I just ran onto it and got enough of it to hit it in," said
Hardek, who found the roof of the net with several Eclipse
players around her.
"This was a very big match for us because we were going
against two of our former players and friends, who made an
already great Eclipse team even better," added Hardek.

U19 Girls Championship
Sockers FC 3, Eclipse Select 2
Goals: Lomas, Heffner, Virgilio
NO GAME RECAP AVAILABLE
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Congratulations to the 2

U12 Boys Illinois State Cup Champions
Naperville Lightning

U12 Girls Illinois State Cup Champions
Eclipse Select

U14 Boys Illinois State Cup Champions
U14 Boys USYSA Region II Champions
Chicago Magic

U14 Girls Illinois State Cup Champions
Illinois Premier

U16 Boys Illinois State Cup Champions
Chicago Magic

U16 Girls Illinois State Cup Champions
Eclipse Select
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Illinois State Cup Champ

U13 Boys Illinois State Cup Champions
U13 Boys USYSA Region II Champions
Chicago Magic Chelsea

U13 Girls Illinois State Cup Champions
CIS Knockouts

U15 Boys Illinois State Cup Champions
U15 Boys USYSA Region II Champions
Campton Raptors

U15 Girls Illinois State Cup Champions
Chicago Magic

see more
2005 Illinois State Cup Champion
teams on the next page

U17 Boys Illinois State Cup Champions
Chicago Magic
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More Illinois State Cup

U17 Girls Illinois State Cup Champions
U17 Girls USYSA Region II Champions
Eclipse Select Black

U18 Boys Illinois State Cup Champions
Sockers FC

U18 Girls Illinois State Cup Champions
Windy City Pride

U19 Boys Illinois State Cup Champions
U19 Boys USYSA Region II Champions
Sockers FC

The U19 Girls award is the
Julius Roth Cup, named after
the man who co-founded the
Illinois Women’s Soccer
League and helped it grow
into the largest girls soccer
league in the nation. Sockers
FC Head Coach Kevin Lesch,
left, accepts the 2005 Cup
from Illinois Youth Soccer
president Gus Bender.

U19 Girls Illinois State Cup Champions
Sockers FC

